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Abstract：This paper proposes a new technique for visualizing large graphs of several ten thousands of veaices

and edges．To achieve a graph abstraction，a hierarchical clustered graph is extracted from a general large graph

based on the community structures discovered in the graph．An enclosure geometrical partitioning algorithm is then

applied to achieving the space optimization．For graph drawing，it uses a combination of spring—embbeder and

circular drawing algorithms that archives the goal of optimizmion of display space and aesthetical niceness．The

paper also discusses an interaction mechanism accompanied with the layout solution．The interaction not only

allows users to navigate hierarchically through the entire clustered graph,but also provides a way to navigate

multiple clusters concurrently．Animation is also implemented to preserve USer mental maps during the interaction．
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摘要：提出了一种新的大规模图形可视化技术．它可显示含有几万个接点和边的大规模关系图．为了完成对图

形的抽象化，一个多层次的聚类图形从原始的大规模关系图中抽取了出来．这种抽取是建立在大规模关系图的内在

结构基础上来完成的．一种递规封入式的几何划分算法被应用来完成对几何空间的优化，在具体的制图技术上，使用

了一种用力孽向布局算法和环形制图法相结合的新方法，从而完成了对显示空间的优化和美学上的优化．同时也讨

论了相关的人机交互技术，所采用的人机交互算法不仅能让使用者从上到下层次式地浏览整个聚类图形，同时也能
提供多层次聚类图形的并行浏览．动画技术也同时被运用，以保护使用者的精神图不被打乱．
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1 Introduction

Graph visualization has been widely used in human·computer interaction．A graph commonly includes a node

set and an edge set to represent entities and relationships between entities respectively．Graphs generated in
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real-world applications could be very large with thousands or perhaps millions of nodes，such as citation and

collaboration networks and the World Wide Web(www)．As the result of rapid increasing of the size in networks，

the large scale visualization has become one of the hottest topics in Information Visualization．The question about

how to comprehensively display large graphs on the screen becomes the key issue in graph visualization．However,

the display of large graphs can decrease significantly the performance of a visualization technique which normally

performs well on small or medium size of datasets．Large graph visualization usually suffers from poor running time

and the limitation of display space．In addition，the issue of“view-ability’’and usability also arises because it will

be almost impossible to discern between nodes and edges when a dataset of thousands of items are displayedt“．

It seems that classical graph models with a simple node—link diagram tend to be inadequate for large scale

visualization with several thousands of items．The lack of formal hierarchical structures in real world applications

could limit the conveying and perception of the complicated information．Figure 1 shows an example of the graph

visualization ofaⅥ懈，、；17 site which illustrates two typical major problems：

·Too many nodes(pagesl to be displayed and the layout of such a large geometrical area could not be fitted

in one single screen

·The layout of the graph has inefficient utilization of display space with many unused areas in the display．

Fig．1 An example of a large graph visualization using the classic virtual—page technique

To address the first problem，a well established new graph model to accommodate with the visualization of

large graphs is required．We believe that one way to deal with the display of large graphs is to provide users with a

certain degree of Graph Abstract．That is to filter out some details of the graph drawing which is assumed at a time

the viewer is not interested，while the overall structure of the graph drawing is maintained for navigation．

Among several available graph visualization approaches，we believe that the use of clustered graph is a better

option for graph abstraction．Therefore，a good visualization system for very large graphs should be a combination

of three components including graph drawing．graph clustering and interactionL2’“．Visualization of clustered graphs

such as the ones in Refs．[4，5】is one of an excellent approaches to deal with large graphs through the graph

abstraction．A clustered graph Call be extracted from a general graphs by partitioning recursively the graph into a

hierarchy of sub·graphs，SO that it simplifies the complex structure of the large graph for easy interpretation，

perception and navigation of large information spaces．

To solve the second problem mentioned above，we need to optimize layout algorithms to maximize the

utilization of display screen by allowing more nodes to be displayed．The research from Ware【6J shows that more

information can be displayed on very high-resolution and large screen，but it does not necessarily provide very
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